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Global Existence Theorem for Nonlinear Wave
Equation in Exterior Domain

By Yoshihiro SHIBATA*) and Yoshio TSUTSUMI**)

(Communicated by K,Ssaku YOSDn, M. . A., Jan. 12, 1984)

The global existence of solutions or the no.nlinear wave equation
has been extensively studied. For the Cauchy problem Klainerman
[1] has made a remarkable improvement recently. That is, he showed
that if the spatial dimension is not smaller than 6 and initial data are
small and smooth, then the Cauchy problem, for the fully nonlinear
wave equation has a unique classical global solution. On the other
hand it is important to consider the initial boundary value problem
or the nonlinear wave equation in an exterior domain in order to
study scattering of a reflecting object for the nonlinear wave equation.
In the. present paper we shall announce that if the. spatial dimension
is not smaller than 3 and initial data are small and smooth, then we
have the global unique existence theorem of classical solutions for a
large class of nonlinear wave equations in exterior domains with the
homogeneous Dirichlet boundary condition.

Let /2 be an unbounded domain in Rn, n>=3, with its boundary
3/2 C and compact. We denote a time variable by t or x0 and a space
variable by x=(x,...,x), respectively. We abbreviate 3/3t, 3/3x
and (3/xl)... (a/3Xn) to 3i or 30, 3j and 3, respectively, where a is a
multi-index with lal=al+.../a and ]=l,...,n. We consider the
ollowing problem"
(M.P) (u)= 1/2u+F(t, x, Au)=f(t, x) in [0, )

u=0 on [0, oo)X9,
u(0, x)=0(x), (3u)(0, x)=(x) in/2,

where-=8-__ 8. andAu=(8u, i=0, ., n 8jau, ], k=0, ., n).
Before we state assumptions and the main theorem, we list nota-

tions. For p with l=<p=<co we denote the standard L" space defined
on /2 and its norm by L’(/2) and I1,, respectively. For a vector
valued unction h=(h,..., h) we put

j=l

For a pcsitive integer N we put
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IIf II,N--
lalN

j=l

We set H(2)-{f e L;(2); [[f[[;,< oo}. By (9) we denote the com-
pletion o C(9) in H(9). By (D) we denote the set of C(D)
unctions having all derivatives of Order N bounded in D, where D
is , (0, )X9 or (0, )XgX{ e R(+(+ [[1} and D is the closure
of D. For lp, a nonnegative number k and a nonnegative
integer N we put

u,,, sup (+) u(, .) .
tO j+lalN

We make the following assumptions.

Assumptions. (1) The spatial dimension n3.
(2) The nonlinear mapping F is a real-valued function belonging

(3)

0(2}) near 2=0, if n6,
F(2)=[O([2]) near 2=0, if 3n5.

(4) The exterior domain 9 is "non-trapping" in the following
sense" Let G(t, x, y) be the Green function for the following problem

(3-A)G

lim 3G 0, ]=0,
t+o [(x- y), ]= 1,
G]o=O,

where y is an arbitrary point in 9 and A is the Laplace operator with
respect to x. Let a and b be arbitrary positive constants such that
ba and gc{x e Rn; X)(a). For any v e L(9) with the support
included in {x e 9 ]x}a}, we put

(Gv)(, x)=[ G(t, x, y)v(y)dy.

Then there exists a T00 such that
(av)(, x) e C([T0, ) {x e [xb})

o.r any v e L(9) with the support included in {x e 9; x]a}, where

T0 depends only on n, a, b and
Remark 1. It is well known that if the complement o.f 9 is con-

vex, then Assumption (4) is stisfied (see, e.g., Melrose [3]).
Now we state the main theorem.
Theorem (Existence). Le$ m be an arbitrary integer wih mO.

Le Assumptions (1)-(4) be satisfied.
(I) Le n6. Pu =2max(4[n/2]+7, m+l)+4[n/2]+8.

Then there exis positive constants a and o having the following
properties" If 0 e +/+(), +/+(D) and f +/+1([0,
) X 9) satisfy for so.me
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oI1,+ , t1,-,+If I,<n-
o I1,++ , I1,+’ +1I I,,o,

and the compatibility condition of order , then Problem (M.P) has
solution u e C +([0, ) 9) satisfying

Au I,o, + Au, I, (n-1)/4,
(II) Lef 4n5. Put =2max(12, m+l)+13. Then there

exist positive constants a and 3o having fhe following properties" If
o e s+s(), e s+() and f e s([0, )
wifh O

oI1,,+ , I,,-, +If I,, <.-,>/,-0I1,++ , I1, +, +If I, <.-,/, a,

and the compatibility condition of order , then problem (M.P) has
solution u e C+s([0, )x 9) satisfying

Au I,0, +lAu I, <-,,
(III) Let n=3. Let beapositiveconstantwithO(7m+18)-and be an in$eger with (7/D[3/2+(3m+7)s]+9. Then there

exis$ positive constants a and 3o having fhe following properties" If
o e +(), e +() and f e ([0,
wifh 0o

oI1,,+ , I1,,-, +If I,,, +,,-
o I1,,++ , I1,+, +If I,, +,, a,
II011:,++ll,ll:,+,+lfl:,0,a

and the compatibility condition of order , then Problem (M.P) has
solufion u e C+Z([0, )x 9) satisfying

IAul,o,+lAul:,,+,,a.
(Uniqueness). Le$ Assumptions (1)-(3) be satisfied. Then there

exisfs a small consfanf0 such that if u, v e C([0, )Xg) are two
solutions of Problem (M.P) for he same daa wifh lAul,o,o6 and
IAvl,o,ol, then u=v.

Remark 2. (1) For the compatibility condition, see Shibata [5],
[6] and Shibata and Tsutsumi [7].

(2) Since. the nonlinear unction F is defined only in [0,
X { e R++ I11), we always assume that IAu,o,ol, when we
consider a solution u o Problem (M.P).

Our strategy o the proo of the above theorem ollows Klainerman
[1] and Shibata [5], [6]. Details will be published elsewhere (see
Shibata and Tsutsumi [7]).
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